Reproductive Desires and Disappointments.
In this introduction we consider how people who have difficulties achieving "natural" parenthood seek to form families, and their experiences of reproductive negotiations and losses in this pursuit. We highlight gaps in the literature on infertility and loss globally, and identify how the special edition addresses the dearth of research in this field with men, with non-elites and on loss. We consider the key insights drawn from studies conducted in divergent geographical, cultural, socioeconomic and political contexts, including perspectives from Ghana, Indonesia, Romania, Spain, the United Kingdom, and the United States. In these contexts we explore both high tech and no tech reproductive strategies, encompassing assisted reproductive technologies, third party donation, surrogacy, as well as intra-family and transnational adoption. We illuminate how people attribute meaning to their lived experiences of reproductive disappointments ranging from failed conception (primary and secondary infertility), miscarriage, stillbirths, neonatal death, and failed adoption. We reflect on both local and transnational practices embedded in family making, highlighting the complexity and dynamism of reproductive opportunities, and how these opportunities are embedded in multifarious power relations. We articulate a range of important themes for the anthropology of reproduction, including: the sociality of reproductive desires and disappointments; gender sexuality and emergent masculinities; migration, practices of belonging, and kinship; reproductive stratification and leveling; and reproduction and relationality.